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Preprint manuscripts hosted on the AfricArxiv repository allow for
free and quick dissemination and global discussion of research output
before publishing in a peer reviewed journal.
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Selection of accepted manuscripts

Free and quick dissemination and global discussion of research output
before publishing in a peer reviewed journal.

Submissions in African languages
● About 2000 local languages are spoken in Africa.
● Senegal, Nigeria and Kenya are investing in the promotion and
enhancement of vernacular languages.
● Such potential for information dissemination remains untapped by the
scientific research community in Africa for the time being.
● More people might be more inclined to share knowledge if they had the
opportunity to do so in their mother tongues.

All published articles will be
● granted a CC BY 4.0 license
● a DOI (digital object identifier << doi.org)
● indexed in Google Scholar
When re-using and citing published manuscripts the preprint status should be
clearly marked.
Preprints are not formally peer-reviewed.

Accepting the following types of manuscripts
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What is a preprint?
● A complete manuscript shared with a public audience without peer review.
● The version of a research article to be submitted for peer review and
publication in a traditional scholarly journal.
● Preprints uploaded to OSF Preprints or another community preprint server
accelerate scholarly communication and public access.

Research articles
Review papers
Project proposals
Case studies
‘negative’ results and ‘null’ results
Data and methods papers
Technical notes
Dataset description papers

>> http://help.osf.io/m/preprints/l/726873-preprint-faqs
> Translations of the above
>> https://cos.io/blog/preprints-what-why-how/

Encouraging submissions from

Why a preprint repository for Africa?

● African scientists based on the African continent

● More visibility for African research output
● Increased collaboration across the continent

● African scientists who are currently based outside Africa

● Enable cross-continental collaboration
● non-African scientists who report on research conducted on African
territory; preferably with African co-authors listed

● Make local research visible globally
● Trigger interdisciplinary research
● Share your research in your local language

● non-African scientists who report on research relevant to African affairs

osf.io/preprints/africarxiv/discover
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